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Important policy statement

▪ The performing arts community recognizes the benefits of 

greater access to the internet and encourages innovations 

that expand connectivity for everyone. 

▪ At the same time, we are advocating for protection of wireless 

microphones from audio interference, as new white space 

devices enter the market. Shared use of a re-allocated 

broadcast spectrum, with all devices working properly, is our 

goal. 
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Complicated Issue: What’s it all about?

▪ As you know, the television industry transitioned to digital 

transmission, which opened up certain “white spaces” in the 

broadcast spectrum. 

▪ The FCC authorized new White Space devices such as PDAs, 

cordless phones, laptops, and even newer technologies to 

operate in these frequencies.

▪ However, performing arts venues have operated wireless 

microphones and audio systems in this “white space”
spectrum for more than 40 years.
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White Space – What’s the problem?

▪ The new devices could pose a threat to performing arts 

technologies by causing interference in wireless systems.

▪ There are three uses for this wireless technology in the 

performing arts, all of which could suffer interference from the 

new devices:

• Amplifying performers’voices, allowing unrestricted 

movement onstage along with sophisticated sound

• Communicating backstage among stagehands

• Supplying sound to assistive listening systems used for 

hearing-impaired patrons
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White Space – Why is this important?

• Interference could compromise the safety of 

performers, stagehands, and audiences.

• Interference would compromise the quality of 

performances by organizations that provide important 

cultural and educational programs.
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What’s happening now?

▪ The FCC adopted an order on September 23, 2010 making certain 

interference protections available to wireless microphone users, 

including:

• Two national "safe harbor" channels set aside for entities using 

wireless microphones

• Additional channels in densely populated markets available for 

wireless microphone use

▪ If wireless microphone users need more than these interference-

free channels, they will be permitted to register uses in a geo-

location database, which would provide an interference-

protection mechanism. 

▪ Performing arts organizations were granted permission to operate 

under FCC Rules as Part 15 users and were made eligible to 

participate in the geo-location database.
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What’s happening now?

▪ The FCC took away a number of those provisions in 2014—no more 

safe-haven channels

▪ Also in 2014, the FCC expanded Part 74 licensing eligibility 

(previously available only to TV broadcasters, radio stations, and 

film productions) to performing arts entities that regularly use 50 or 

more wireless devices.

▪ Part 74 licensing allows venues and sound engineers to register 

immediately in the national geo-location database and access the 

interference protections it affords. While this measure may offer 

safeguards for larger performance settings, it excludes most 

regional theatres, symphony orchestras, opera companies, 

educational theatres, and presenting organizations.
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What’s happening now?

▪ In 2015, the FCC eliminated the ability of unlicensed 

wireless microphones to access the database for 

protection from white space devices, removing the only 

interference protection mechanism remaining. Shure and 

Sennheiser, two wireless microphone manufacturers, 

filed Petitions for Reconsideration with the FCC to urge 

the agency to reverse this decision.
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What’s happening now?

▪ In July 2017, the FCC issued a Further Notice of Proposed 

Rulemaking and proposed to expand license eligibility to 

include persons and organizations that can demonstrate the 

need for professional, high-quality audio and the capability to 

provide it through conscientious use of wireless microphones.

▪ Hundreds of individuals and performing arts organizations 

filed comments in support of the FCC proposal. Only 

Microsoft opposed, claiming the proposal would interfere with 

the company’s concept of expanded wireless networking. 

Performing arts organizations replied that performances and 

networking can coexist through the use of the database.
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Spectrum Auction – The Newest Piece of the Puzzle:

▪ In 2012, Congress authorized the FCC to conduct an incentive 

auction to encourage broadcasters to voluntarily relinquish their 

spectrum to raise federal revenues and to free up spectrum to meet 

increased demand. The auction has concluded. 

▪ The FCC has announced the repacking of the broadcast spectrum, 

pushing stations closer together and eliminating white space. 

Consequently many, if not most, wireless microphone users are 

being forced to move to new spectrum locations. This move will 

demand the purchase of new sound equipment—a difficult cost for 

nonprofit performing arts organizations and educational institutions. 

The full impact of repacking varies by location.
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The Cost of Spectrum Auction:

▪ Wireless microphone users, including those in the performing 
arts, were subject to an FCC Rule that required cessation of 
operations in the 700 MHz band by June 12, 2010. For many 
performing arts organizations, this migration out of the 700 
MHz band caused an unanticipated expenditure of $25,000 to 
$100,000 for the purchase of new, compliant sound 
equipment.

▪ As the FCC repacks the spectrum, we urge Congress to 
consider the expense to the performing arts community and 
allow current equipment to be used as long as possible 
through the transition.
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Arts Advocacy Day Goals:

▪ Our goal for Arts Advocacy Day is to educate and inform Members 

of Congress about the impact of the White Space issue on wireless 

microphones used in the performing arts and to ask Congress to: 

▪ Urge the FCC to restore access to a reliable geo-location database 

for professional performing arts and educational entities. The FCC 

should conclude Rulemaking and expand Part 74 license eligibility 

to entities that can demonstrate the need for professional audio and 

the capability to provide it through conscientious use of wireless 

microphones, regardless of the number of microphones they 

operate. This outcome would provide the interference protection that 

they need. 

▪ Protection of wireless microphones has bipartisan support in 

Congress. We need Congressional support to encourage the FCC’s 

decision. 
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Democrats (31):

▪ Frank Pallone (New Jersey-06), Chairman

▪ Bobby L. Rush (Illinois-01)

▪ Anna G. Eshoo (California-18)

▪ Eliot L. Engel (New York-16)

▪ Diana DeGette (Colorado-01)

▪ Michael F. Doyle (Pennsylvania-18)

▪ Janice D. Schakowsky (Illinois-09)

▪ G.K. Butterfield (North Carolina-01)

▪ Doris O. Matsui (California-06)

▪ Kathy Castor (Florida-14)

▪ John P. Sarbanes (Maryland-03)

▪ Jerry McNerney (California-09)

▪ Peter Welch (Vermont-at large)

▪ Ben Ray Luján (New Mexico-03)

▪ Paul Tonko (New York-20)

▪ Yvette D. Clarke (New York-09), Vice Chair

▪ David Loebsack (Iowa-02)

▪ Kurt Schrader (Oregon-05)

▪ Joseph P. Kennedy (Massachusetts-04)

▪ Tony Cádenas (California-29)

▪ Raul Ruiz (California-36)

▪ Scott H. Peters (California-52)

▪ Debbie Dingell (Michigan-12)

▪ Marc A. Veasey (Texas-33)

▪ Ann M. Kuster (New Hampshire-02)

▪ Robin L. Kelly (Illinois-02)

▪ Nanette Diaz Barragán (California-44)

▪ A. Donald McEachin (Virginia-04)

▪ Lisa Blunt Rochester (Delaware-at large)

▪ Darren Soto (Florida-09)

▪ Tom O’Halleran (Arizona-01)
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Republicans (24):

▪ Greg Walden (Oregon-02), Ranking Member 

▪ Fred Upton (Michigan-06)

▪ John Shimkus (Illinois-15)

▪ Michael C. Burgess (Texas-26)

▪ Steve Scalise (Louisiana-01)

▪ Robert E. Latta (Ohio-05)

▪ Cathy McMorris Rodgers (Washington-05)

▪ Brett Guthrie (Kentucky-02)

▪ Pete Olson (Texas-22)

▪ David B. McKinley (West Virginia-01)

▪ Adam Kinzinger (Illinois-16)

▪ H. Morgan Griffith (Virginia-09)

▪ Gus M. Bilirakis (Florida-12)

▪ Bill Johnson (Ohio-06)

▪ Billy Long (Missouri-07)

▪ Larry Bucshon (Indiana-08)

▪ Bill Flores (Texas-17)

▪ Susan W. Brooks (Indiana-05)

▪ Markwayne Mullin (Oklahoma-02)

▪ Richard Hudson (North Carolina-08)

▪ Tim Walberg (Michigan-07)

▪ Earl L. “Buddy” Carter (Georgia-01)

▪ Jeff Duncan (South Carolina-03)

▪ Greg Gianforte (Montana-at large)
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SENATE COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND 

TRANSPORTATION

Republicans (14):

▪ Roger Wicker (Mississippi), Chairman

▪ John Thune (South Dakota)

▪ Roy Blunt (Missouri)

▪ Ted Cruz (Texas)

▪ Deb Fischer (Nebraska)

▪ Jerry Moran (Kansas)

▪ Dan Sullivan (Alaska)

▪ Cory Gardner (Colorado)

▪ Marsha Blackburn (Tennessee)

▪ Shelley Moore Capito (West Virginia)

▪ Mike Lee (Utah)

▪ Ron Johnson (Wisconsin)

▪ Todd Young (Indiana)

▪ Rick Scott (Florida)

Democrats (12):

▪ Maria Cantwell (Washington), Ranking Member

▪ Amy Klobuchar (Minnesota)

▪ Richard Blumenthal (Connecticut)

▪ Brian Schatz (Hawaii)

▪ Ed Markey (Massachusetts)

▪ Tom Udall (New Mexico)

▪ Gary Peters (Michigan)

▪ Tammy Baldwin (Wisconsin)

▪ Tammy Duckworth (Illinois)

▪ Jon Tester (Montana)

▪ Kyrsten Sinema (Arizona)

▪ Jacky Rosen (Nevada)


